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Donors in silicon offer a promising platform for spin-based quantum technologies [1]. The effects of group-V dopants such as Bi have been widely studied [2], revealing electron

spin coherence times of several seconds at the so-called ‘clock-transitions’ of the spin system. In contrast, there has been relatively little work done on group-VI chalcogen donors

[3].

Here, we explore feasibility of group-VI donors (S, Se, Te) in Si for electron spin-based quantum technologies. We use EasySpin tool [4] to simulate the electron spin resonance

(ESR) transitions of these donors. This allows us to examine the first order magnetic field dependence on the transition frequencies and to determine the ‘clock transitions’ in these

systems. We also discuss the experimental difficulties in achieving these transitions.
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Energy level diagrams for group-VI chalcogen donors

Fig. 1 Energy level diagram of group-VI chalcogen elements at 9.7 GHz frequency. Red lines indicate allowed resonances.

Results and conclusions

All three group-VI donors (S, Se, Te) have “Clock transitions” at zero field, which is compatible for superconducting qubits. The

frequencies of chalcogens lie in EPR microwave spectrometer range and therefore can be studied further.

“Clock transition” positions of group-V and group-VI donors

Fig. 2 Diagrams at the top display transition frequency dependence on magnetic field strength. Colors indicate the amplitude of these  transitions, with 
red being the highest. Diagrams at the bottom display first derivative calculated numerically of frequency dependence – this way “Clock transitions” at 
local minima can be calculated. Darker curves display perpendicular field mode, while lighter curves display parallel field arrangement.

Fig. 3 Diagram displays all CTs of group 5 and 6 elements (‘+’ –
perpendicular, ‘x’ – parallel). All three chalcogen elements have 
CT at zero field in parallel mode (not shown).


